
Easy clean glass 
protection

Outstanding products to help make life more comfortable

Archer Systems offers you the option of ordering your new windows,
patio doors, conservatories and overhead glazing with the ultimate
in glass protection treatment - ClearShield® ECOSYSTEM

Manufactured in the UK 

The unprotected exterior of your windows can quickly and easily suffer a permanent build-up of hard
water/mineral salts bonding onto its surface causing staining and possibly permanent damage. Tree sap and
bird droppings also become very difficult to remove through normal cleaning and as a result, the appearance and transparency of your
window is diminished. ClearShield® ECO-SYSTEM Glass Protection is a unique award-winning product that is applied to the outside of
the glass to form a permanent bonded surface. It works just like 'non-stick' cookware, 
acting as a protective barrier on the surface of the glass
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with durable non-stick glass surface technology

Available from...

resistant to all types of outdoor dirt
(including tree sap and bird droppings)

keeps your windows looking 
clear and clean

easier to clean and maintain

eliminates the need for harsh and 
abrasive cleaning products

saves time and effort

does not support the growth of bacteria

includes a 10 year durability guarantee
(providing you follow the simple aftercare programme)
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You wouldn’t leave steel unprotected
You wouldn’t leave wood unprotected
So why leave your glass unprotected?

How it works
Archer Systems is proud to offer ClearShield® ECO-SYSTEM Glass 
Protection on all our glazing products. Working just like ‘non-stick’ 

cookware, it acts as a long-lasting protective barrier on the surface of the
glass. This unique ‘non-stick’ action makes it difficult for grime, dirt and

other residues to build up quickly and bond to the surface of the glass.

Just look at the benefits it provides:

Windows, patio doors and conservatories
Glass is a sensitive material which reacts with the outdoor environment meaning 
dirt can build up on your windows very quickly. This means that over time your 
unprotected glass will suffer a bonding of these residues causing staining and,
sometimes, permanent damage. A simple wash will not clean the window 
thoroughly enough leaving some of the existing residue intact. This will enable 
the grime to build up even quicker. The window will remain dull and it will 
become difficult, if not impossible,for you to regain its original shine

energy savings
on routine glass cleaning and
maintenance - on average this 
product reduces by 50% the 
energy requirements for routine glass washing

enhanced ‘day-lighting’
- by maintaining the original light transmission of 
crystal clear glass for longer

strong performance - resistant to all types of dirt, 
organic (e.g. motor vehicle exhaust or traffic film, bird droppings, tree sap) 
and inorganic (e.g. hard water deposits, building run-off, metal oxides) 
- suitable for all types of glass, exterior and interior

ClearShield® ECO-SYSTEM – an incredibly effective way to
protect your new windows and conservatory!

…Archer Systems 
have the solution!

PLUS... we can also treat
your existing windows and
shower glass with the 
ClearShield ECO-SYSTEM
This award winning product can also be 
applied to your existing glass which can be
bought back to a ‘like-new appearance and
functionality’. It is applied by specially trained
staff onto old glass that is stained or
discoloured.  Just ask any of our retailers 
for more information

Do you have dirty ineffective 
solar panels? ... then this is the
perfect solution!

Showers and splash-backs

hygiene - ClearShield® 
anti-microbial protection can help to 
prevent the prevalence and spread of 
potentially harmful infections such as 
MRSA, e-coli and C-difficile, thanks to 
its unique 'non-stick' surface. This acts
as a barrier that resists the adhesion and
growth of bacteria, viruses and fungi

the result - is shower 
glass that stays looking newer and 
brighter for longer, eliminating the 
need for harsh and abrasive 
cleaning products

Outstanding products to help make life more comfortable
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Available from...

Manufactured in the UK 


